
Suggested Tasks: 

  

• To avoid photocopying, grids can be drawn into books 

• Display un-annotated extract on WB and get students to list key words in books etc 

• Photocopy a ‘section’ of extract to reduce photocopying 
 

1 Lesson (1) display a ‘section’ of the extract on whiteboard (unannotated version) and annotate 
as a class. 
 
Lesson (2) photocopy a ‘section of the same extract and get students to analyse using think, 
pair, share  
 

• write into a paragraph 
 

2 • Make a list of 10 words from an extract 

• using a dictionary write meaning,  

• using a thesaurus write at least three other synonyms for original word.  

• Get students to analyse the effect of a word with a slightly different meaning – how does 
it change meaning of extract? 

3 Character analysis grid – display part of the extract on board (or copy a section)  
 

What do we learn in this extract?  
 
1. Highlight/list all the words and phrases that describe an action – how the character behaves 

2. What does the character say and what does the ‘tone’ tell the reader? 

3. How has the author used language to describe the character 
 

using a grid, students complete own ideas, then swap books with another student and add to a 
peer’s work. 
 
Using both sides, students write up a paragraph. 
 

4 Get students to complete a grid with following titles  
 
(Point  / This tells us  / Quote  / Technique used) 
 

• Her/ His actions  

• Her/ His speech  

• Language used to describe her/ His  

• What she/he is called  

• What other characters think about Her/ His character 

5 Under the following Headings    -POINT 2-EVIDENCE 3-EXPLAIN 4-LINK 
 

• Write down a word to describe about the/a character 

• Write a quotation that gave you this feeling and underline one or two key words 

• What are the connotations of the words you’ve underlined?  
 

• What is the effect on the reader? 

6 Students to draw grid into books then complete with the following information 
 

• Write down a word to describe the atmosphere (such as scary, romantic, tense) 

• Write a quotation to support this feeling and underline one key words 

• What are the connotations of the words (use thesaurus)?   

• What is the effect on the reader ? 
 

 



7 Lesson (1) Look at two paragraphs/extracts side by side.  
Draw connections (either similarities or differences) between them, consider: 
 
• the ‘voice’ or narrator   
• ideas about XXX (eg war, conflict, romance, fear, excitement -or other student choice) 
• use of imagery   
• tone, emotion and mood  
• use of punctuation and pauses  
• how the language effects reader. 
 
Then Lesson (2) write one comparative paragraph, focusing on one of the points above. 
Remember to use evidence from each source and to analyse the effect on the reader. 

8 First impressions 
 
Highlight/list key words in the extract - look at the words carefully and complete a grid  
(Word/phrase / technique / connotations / denotation / effect ) 
 

• What words would you like / do you need to find out more about?  

• What mood is suggested by these words? 

• Why do you think the language is effective? 
 

9 There are various similarities in prose  
 

1. Draw a table by finding a quotation from different sections of an extract to illustrate each 
point.   

 

2. Choose one of the points from the table to explore in more detail. Take this opportunity to 
identify the subtle differences and to think about how they affect the reader.  

 

3. Now take this point and develop it into a paragraph of analysis. Make sure you include 
embedded quotations and explore them fully, showing how the similarities and differences 
you have noticed 

10 Word association 
 

• When you think of certain things, your mind often jumps to an associated thing or feeling. 
When you think of the season of autumn, you may think of falling leaves, for example.  
Write a list of words in your book, next to these words the first thing or association that jumps 
into your head: 

• Once you have written your ideas down, share them with your partner. Were your ideas 
similar or different, and in what ways? 

 

• Choose one word from the list that you most identify with. Do you have any strong thoughts 
or memories associated with the word?  

 

• Now write down how these thoughts or memories make you feel. 
 

11 Imagery - Authors use a great deal of imagery including metaphors, similes and personification 
in their descriptions 
 

1. Find examples of imagery. Highlight/list and label these. 

2. Draw a table and complete by finding and discussing two techniques used. 

• Quotation and effect 
Thinking about imagery in the extract as a whole, write a PEE paragraph about how the author’s 
present character/atmosphere etc 
 
 

 

 



 

12 Language- What might author’s choice of language tell us about the way the way the author 
wanted the reader to see things? List words that you feel are effective 
Now write two down and comment on their effect.  

• Word/phrase and effect 

Thinking about language in the extract as a whole, write a PEE paragraph about how the 
author’s present character/atmosphere etc 
 

13 Language choices - For each verb, identify who performs the action, and explore what qualities, 
associations and ideas (also called connotations) the author wanted to create for the reader.  

• Verb  

• Who performs the action?  

• What qualities, associations and ideas are created? 

• Now you have identified who each of the verbs relates to, can you see any differences in the 
types of verbs describing the actions of the speaker and those describing the actions of 
other characters?  

 

• What is the relationship between the characters? Find evidence to support your points. 
 

• Now re-write one paragraph, replacing the author’s verbs with verbs of your own choice. 
How does the extract change?  Swap with a partner. In what ways is the tone different with 
their choice of verbs? Which version do you prefer? The original, yours or your partner’s?  

 

14 Themes and issues 
 
First read through the list of themes below and give each one a score to reflect the importance 
you think it has in the poem.  
 
Forgiveness Control  Arrogance  Hypocrisy  Violence     People  
Loyalty  Fear Love  Happiness Jealousy  Pride  Power and status  
Vanity  Other – add your own.............. 
 
Use these scorings: 
 

  0 – No Significance  

  5 – The theme features in a minor way 

10 – The theme features in a major way 

15 – It is the poem’s central, most important theme -some themes: 
 
Now share your ideas with a partner. Discuss your scores and then together make a list of the 
top three themes according to your negotiations. Be prepared to share your ideas with the whole 
class.  
 
As a whole class, decide on the top three themes in this poem.  
 
Look at your class’s top three themes and find evidence (quotations) to support your ideas.  
 
Theme 1:        Theme 2:          Theme 3:  
 

 

 

 



15 Look at word groups (verbs, adverbs, adjectives) eg: 
 
For each highlighted verb, identify who performs the action, and explore what qualities, 
associations and ideas (also called connotations) the poet wanted to create for the reader.  
 

• Verb/Adjective/ 

• Adverb Who performs the action?  

• What qualities, associations and ideas are created? 

16 Context/setting - In pairs/groups, discuss and make notes on the following: 
 
2.Which words in the extract give you a sense of the setting? Does this sense of place change at 
any point? 
 
3.Apart from geographical details, what is revealed about the context? 
 
4.Where and when is the extract set?  Does that affect meaning? 
 
Write up into a paragraph with quotes 
 

17 Analysing Colour - Go through the extract and highlight/list all references to colour. 
 
2.note colour and add notes around them describing any connotations the colours might have. 
 
3. add in mood words to describe the feelings or sensations that you’re getting from the colours 
used.  
 
4.Think about the entire range of colours mentioned. What mood do they create as a whole? 
 
5.Think about the objects the colours are used to describe. Does the use of certain colours 
encourage us to view these objects in a particular way? 

18 Senses- What are the five senses? Go through the extract and find examples where (each) 
sense has been used. 
 
2. Where in the extract can these descriptions be found? Are they evenly spread? 
 
3. What is the effect of the inclusion of these sensory details? 
 
Compare your answers with students around you. 
 

19 Make up a Grid with the Assessment Objectives and get students to fill in with quotes and 
explanation for each AO. 
 

 

Slightly More Creative Tasks 

1 Turn the extract into a poem (makes students focus on specific word choices) 

2 Write extract into front page news 

3 Write a letter from a character regarding events in extract 

4 What do you think happened before the extract OR what happens directly after – write another 
chapter. 

 

 

 



5 Prepare a list of 15 to 20 questions for use in determining if other people have read the extract 
carefully. Must include some "thought" questions. "How?" "Why"  
 

6 Think about the character from the extract do they have qualities of a heroine or hero (or Villain) 
List these qualities and tell why you think they are heroic/villainous.  

 

7 Turn the events from the extract into a radio interview – everything must be questions and answers 

8 Change the setting of the extract you read. Tell how this change of setting would alter events and 
affect characters.  

9 This extract made me wish that..., realize that..., decide that..., wonder about..., see that..., believe 
that ..., feel that..., and hope that... 

10 Write a letter to the author of the extract and explain how you feel about the extract (personal 
response).  

 

11 Interview a character from the extract. Write at least ten questions that will give the character the 
opportunity to discuss his/her thoughts and feelings about his/her role in the story. However you 
choose to present your interview is up to you.  

 

12 Write a diary entry that the character might have kept before, during, or after the events. 
Remember that the character's thoughts and feelings are very important in a diary.  

 

13 Write the plot of the extract as if it were a story on the evening news 

14 Draw a comic-book page complete with bubble-style conversations showing the events in the 
extract. 

 

15 Draw a feelings graph into your book – note down feelings and emotions felt by a character – 
support your points with quotes 

 

 

 

 


